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Growing Circle through Community Collaboration
Every summer, the girls and teens in the Circle Program benefit from opportunities to learn new things. Many of 
these creative collaborations are generously provided by our community partners who share their expertise and 
talents at Circle Camp. They offer our girls a multi-faceted line-up of exciting guest programs and activities that 
keep the girls fully engaged. We are grateful for the incredible in-kind support of our community partners and for 
the financial support of the grant funders who have ensured our ability to sustain seven weeks of Circle Camp! 

Triathlon Race Directors Barry Gaw and Martha Macomber joined 
forces with Circle friends and family to organize and hold the 
Ninth Annual Circle Triathlon. We are indebted to Barry and 
his staff at Riveredge Marina, Sippican Partners, and Squam 
River Landing for providing the beautiful venue at Riveredge, for 
handling race logistics, and for again providing the manpower 
to make our signature event another success. We are indebted 
to Martha for engaging the greater community-at-large and for 
organizing the volunteer support that ensures our event is family-
friendly and safe.

Members of the Plymouth Rotary Club continue to exemplify 
Rotary International’s motto: “Service Above Self!” The Plymouth 
Rotarians annually support the Circle Program through community 
service as they help us get camp ready for opening day. This 
year, Rotarians Skip Van Sickle, Tony Fitzherbert, Don Engelbert, 
Ken Evans, and Harry Decker helped install new fencing and 
take down the old. Following the lead of volunteer Eric Werner 
who painted a Circle Camp cabin last fall, Rotarian Joni Randlett 
joined forces with Board Vice President Cindy Williams, Mentor 
Jane Kraemer, and Executive Director Kathy Kearns to paint the 
two remaining upper level camper cabins. 

Speare Memorial Hospital’s Community Health Grants Program awarded a grant of $3,000 to expand our health 
and wellness curriculum. This award helped fund Junior Red Cross and CPR training and certification for our Circle 
teens, and helped stock our infirmary with necessary health and hygiene supplies. 

Northeast Delta Dental Foundation 
continued their support with a grant to 
fund our dental education curriculum. 
Hygienist Ruth Doane, outreach 
coordinator for Speare Memorial 
Hospital, offered dental education 
workshops to each cabin group at 
Circle Camp. Ruth completed a dental 
screening of each girl to look for 
potential problems. The girls received 
dental supplies to use for the duration 

Plymouth Rotarians Harry Decker and Skip Van 
Sickle helped tear down an old fence and construct 
a new one along the lower level of our Circle Camp 
property.

Dental hygienist 
Ruth Doane of 
Speare Memorial 
Hospital taught our 
dental education 
workshops at camp 
and we received 
funding support for 
our dental hygiene 
program from 
Northeast Delta 
Dental Foundation.
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of their time at Circle Camp (including toothbrush, toothpaste, dental floss and disclosing tablets)—and then enthusiastically 
practiced the lessons learned by brushing and flossing. As they left camp, the girls were given a dental kit of supplies to take 
home and maintain excellent oral hygiene.

Beth Smarse and the team at Plymouth Pediatrics arranged for the donation of EpiPens® to Circle Camp, providing a huge cost 
savings to the Circle Program. “EpiPen®” is the brand name for an epinephrine injector which delivers a dosage of potentially 
life-saving medicine to counteract anaphylaxis. Anaphylaxis is a life-threatening reaction to severe allergies triggered by such 
things as food, insect or bee strings, snake bites and more. Having these injectors on-hand at camp ensures we have the ability 
to react quickly to anaphylactic shock in case of an emergency.

Many thanks to the staff and musicians of the New Hampshire Music Festival for inviting our teens and counselors to attend a 
live concert featuring world-renowned composer and multi-instrumentalist David Amram, who demonstrated various world ethnic 
instruments alongside their “contemporary cousins.” Later, the girls walked the Plymouth Common and had the opportunity to 
make percussion “shakers” as part of Make Music Plymouth. Many thanks to Executive Director Deb Kosits and Performance 
Operations and Artistic Administrator Bradford Dumont for their generous on-going support of the Circle Program. 

Joe “the Bike Man” Mazzone donated several refurbished bicycles to our program so our girls and teens would be able to 
participate in the Circle Triathlon. He set up a “bike repair booth” at the Triathlon to help out folks with bikes needing air in the 
tires or other adjustments. As it turned out, Joe ended up fixing five flat tires and making other assorted repairs for athletes that 
would have been unable to finish the event without his help. We are so grateful for his support of our signature event!

A huge Circle shout-out to Jeff Levesque of A-Bit Computer 
Systems in Plymouth! Though we have had internet service 
at Circle Camp for a couple of years now, the range of our 
wireless was seriously limited. Jeff saved the day and helped 
us install an antennae system that boosted and extended the 
range so that devices in all our buildings across camp can 
now easily hop onto the internet. He also replaced a cracked 
screen on one of our laptops. Thank you Jeff!

We are so grateful to Kendra LaPlumme, owner of Newfound 
Fitness, Yoga and Wellness in Bristol. Kendra offered our 
summer staff the opportunity to enjoy “aerial yoga” in her 
studio. She also offered fitness workshops during both 
sessions of Circle Camp. Kendra is a huge positive influence 
in the lives of our Circle girls and teens who know she 
is a successful entrepreneur and an alumna of the Circle 
Program.

The Heartfelt Quilters Guild visited Circle Camp, once again, to give the gift of a handcrafted quilt, made with loving care by 
their members, to each newly enrolled Circle girl. The girls get to choose one of their beautiful quilts to keep and take home after 
the camp session. 

Community service has always been an important 
focus for the girls and teens in the Circle Program. This 
summer, eight Circle teens volunteered their support 
during the annual Hebron Fair—helping out at the 
white elephant sale and the church boutique. The teens 
thoroughly enjoyed interacting with friends and fair 
customers from the Hebron community.

The Timbre Drums Ensemble, composed of teaching 
artists Grace Schust and Lindsey Schust, gave several 
drumming workshops at Circle Camp. Thanks to a 
Youth Arts Project Grant from the New Hampshire 
State Council on the Arts, the Timbre Drums Ensemble 
brought their expertise in African-style drumming and 
Cuban musical traditions to camp for some hands-on 
drumming with the girls and teens. The mother-daughter 
duo brought a multitude of assorted drums along for the 
girls to use during the workshops.

Continued from page 1

The Heartfelt Quilters Guild gave the gift of a handcrafted quilt to 
each newly enrolled Circle girl.

Grace Schust, from the Timbre Drums Ensemble, worked with the Circle girls 
during one of the first drumming workshops.
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Stand-Up Paddle Boards 
Provide New Activity at 
Circle Camp
By Angi Francesco, Special Events and Marketing Coordinator

Thanks to an incredibly generous team of people, Circle 
Girls have a new activity on the waterfront at Circle Camp—
Stand-Up Paddle Boarding! Nancy Phillips of Nancy Phillips 
Associates, a long-time Circle Program champion, partnered 
with Don ‘Hulk’ Gagnon of Rochester Trucking, Inc., and 
Dan Masera of Plymouth Ski and Sports to donate TEN 
new paddleboards, paddles, and a storage rack to the 
Circle Program. The recently donated waterfront area on 
the Cole property allowed us to move forward with this new 
opportunity by providing a flat and safe launching site for the 
Paddle Boards.

When asked about how this donation came together, Phillips said, “Hulk [Gagnon] lives up to his name. He is a big 
guy with a very big heart. Whenever I sell a client’s dealership, I do something for kids—The Circle Program, CASA, 
a Scholarship Fund, etc. Often I do it on my own and sometimes my clients like to join in. I decided to offer the Paddle 
Board program to Circle and barely had a few words out of my mouth when Hulk said he was all in!! He is one of the 
kindest, most thoughtful people I’ve met and he has done so much to help his employees and people in his community.” 

Phillips then approached Dan Masera of Plymouth Ski and Sports about the contribution, and he also was immediately 
enthusiastic. With Dan’s expertise and contacts at the famous BIC Watersports Company, top quality boards were 
selected and delivered directly to Circle Camp. 

Circle Program’s Executive Director, Kathleen Kearns said, “We are thrilled to have this continued community support, 
and we love that our girls can explore this popular new sport. The girls have been out on the boards several times now, 
and one of our teens has already mastered a headstand on the paddleboard. We are so grateful to Nancy, Don and 
Dan for this incredible gift that will benefit all the girls and teens in the Circle Program for years to come!”

Circle girls line up with their activity groups on the Circle Camp waterfront for a lesson in paddle boarding.

(L to R): Program Director Paula Ferenc thanks our generous 
paddle board donors: Dan Masera of Plymouth Ski and 
Sports, Nancy Phillips of Nancy Phillips Associates, and 
Don‘Hulk’ Gagnon of Rochester Trucking, Inc.
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Teen Adventure 
Program (TAP) Teens 
Meet the Challenge
By Shannon Rich, Associate Program Director

One of the most important principles in adventure-
based programming is “challenge by choice”—the 
concept that every challenge is presented, and the 
participant determines how high they are willing to 
climb, how far they are willing to go, and how far 
behind they are willing to leave their comfort zone in 
a supportive environment without pressure.

This year’s TAP teens chose to challenge themselves 
every day, and in doing so, were able to “CREATE” 
some amazing memories. This summer, our adventure 
took us to the Lafayette Campground in the Franconia 
Notch. If we’d had a month, we still would not have 
been able to do and see everything this region has 
to offer, but we did our best to pack as much into our 
week as possible! Every day was full from the moment 
we woke up until we climbed into our sleeping bags 
at night—from creating inspirational word art at Circle 
Camp before heading out for our trip, to visiting the 
Old Man monument, swimming under a waterfall, and 
for the majority of the group, completing that most 
coveted of New Hampshire challenges: climbing a 
4000-footer (Cannon Mountain)!

And of course, no TAP session is complete without the 
traditional trip to the Plymouth State ice arena to go 
skating. With the soaring temperatures and humidity, it 
was good to cool off and have some fun on the ice!

The TAP counselors could not have been more 
proud of our group. They were kind to everyone we 
encountered in our travels, and they were kind to each 
other. They participated fully and enthusiastically in the 
week’s activities, and celebrated each other’s victories 
along the way. The team at Lafayette generously 
made an exception for our group to stay in sites 
typically only reserved for families, and our teens were 
respectful, responsible, and positive role models for all 
the children in the campground. 

In high school now, they have grown up together in 
many ways over the past several years, but during 
TAP they wander outside their comfort zones, gain 
confidence in unexpected ways, and have the 
opportunity to bond on a deeper level with peers 
they may have thought they had nothing in common 
with before. Spending the week with these funny, 
intelligent, compassionate and resilient young women 
is a privilege for which I am deeply grateful. Seeing 
them climb a mountain is rewarding, but seeing them 
grow so much in such a short time is truly inspiring.

Circle Teens hiked to Artists’ Bluff as part of their TAP adventure.

The Circle Teens challenged themselves and successfully hiked to the 
summit of Cannon Mountain.

Circle Teens took a break on the trail during their backpacking trip in 
Franconia Notch.
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A Look into the Work and 
Play of Mayhew
 
Aside from visiting Mayhew Island during the summer or attending 
a January reunion, the best and most immediate way to see 
Mayhew’s year-round work with the at-risk boys it serves is to check 
out the Mayhew Blog (www.mayhew.org ) and its Facebook page 
(“The Mayhew Program”). Here’s a brief sampling of postings from 
this past summer:

July 22nd, Day 3 of 25: Some of Landon’s goals this summer? “I 
want to be the first Outer Circle member (honor society). And I’m 
shooting for Inner Circle.” 

July 27th, Day 8 of 25: How did Gage (pseudonym) respond to 
being asked to take a disciplinary timeout? He stormed through the 
woods under the watchful eye of Program Director Colin Buckley. 
Then he continued to escalate, flipping over a nearby picnic table, 
repeatedly swearing at Colin and generally refusing to comply with 
Colin’s requests that he stay within a defined area. 

August 13th, Day 25 of 25: Jacob, cradling his cabin trophy 
proudly: “This is my first trophy.”

Now that summer has turned to fall, Mayhew continues in the 
form of regular visits with the more than 200 boys in the program, 
which means those Blog and Facebook postings won’t be stopping 
anytime soon. For more information about Mayhew go to www.
mayhew.org or call (603) 744-6131.

D.J. and his Mom on Mayhew Island, looking forward to more 
Mayhew through the school year.

Paula Ferenc Receives Legacy Award
Circle’s Program Director, Paula Ferenc, has served as a board member of PIC, the Parent 
Information Center of New Hampshire and she trained as one of their volunteer advocates in 
1999. PIC is a statewide family organization with a mission “to achieve positive outcomes 
for children and youth, with a focus on those with disabilities and special health care needs. 
This is achieved through its partnerships with families, education, youth, professionals and 
organizations.”

For the past seven years, Paula has served as PIC’s President of the Board of Directors and 
led the organization through a leadership transition and reorganization. Paula is famous for 
quoting “The Lorax” from the Dr. Seuss book at Board meetings, saying… “Unless someone 
like YOU cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not!” 

So, at the recent meeting of the PIC Board, its members created the “Paula Ferenc Leaving 
a Legacy Award” in honor of her many accomplishments on behalf of the organization’s 
student advocacy initiatives. Paula’s award is engraved with the following words in her honor: 
“The Paula Ferenc Leaving a Legacy Award” is presented in recognition of your dedication 
and extraordinary leadership on behalf of New Hampshire families and children. You have 
demonstrated a commitment to the mission and vision of the Parent Information Center.”

True to PIC’s mission and vision, Paula is committed to the belief that: 
•	Families	make	a	difference;
•	When	families,	professionals	and	other	partners	are	well-informed	and	have	a	shared	commitment	to	work	
together,	everyone	benefits;

•	As	youth	move	toward	adulthood,	they	have	increasing	ownership	of	their	future;
•	Every	child	can	succeed	and	contribute	as	valued	members	of	the	community.

Program Director, Paula 
Ferenc, was honored 
as she received the first 
“Paula Ferenc Leave a 
Legacy Award.”
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Thank You Shannon Rich!
Associate Program Director Shannon Rich is leaving the Circle Program for an 
opportunity to work for Child and Family Services in Concord. Certainly our loss 
and their gain! Her new organization is the oldest non-profit in the state of New 
Hampshire. Shannon will be working in an after school diversion program with youth 
who have been involved in the juvenile court system. 

When Shannon assumed her post at the Circle Program, she quickly established an 
excellent working rapport with our Circle teens and their mentors. She interacted 
with, and supported, our 36 Circle girls, 56 Circle teens and their 85 mentors 
throughout the school year, and helped supervise our residential summer staff of 
25 counselors during the camp sessions. Shannon successfully served as Assistant 
Camp Director for both the Girl and Teen sessions, and as the Director of TAP (Teen 
Adventure Program).

During her two-year tenure at Circle, Shannon developed new curriculum and 
provided new resources for our teen population and their mentors. With 56 teens 
enrolled in the Teen Circle Program, the group had grown so large that we needed additional staff to manage our 
activity offerings. With Shannon’s support, we were able to separate the Circle teens into two age groups and provided 
more interesting and age-appropriate activities for junior high and high school-age teenagers. We offered twice as 
many learning activities and greater depth of service. Our curriculum was enhanced to include life skills and work skills 
training, while concentrating on teaching teens to set short and long-term goals for themselves. 

Shannon offered at least one teen workshop or group gathering every month and the activities chosen provided a 
nice balance between fun get-togethers and experiential skill building. Carefully planned opportunities gave our teens 
the chance to maintain their connections with peers while learning such life skills as goal-setting, interviewing and 
professional skills for employment, personal health and wellness, stress and time management, study and college 
planning tips, Internet safety, Junior Red Cross First Aid and CPR certification, swimming, hiking, skiing and more.

Shannon developed a College Visit Planning Guide and greatly increased our teens’ awareness of potential higher 
education options. The guide, distributed to the teens, their families and their mentors, includes basic information about 
all colleges and universities and other higher education options in New Hampshire, as well as dates and times of tours 
and open houses, and other contact information regarding reservations for visits.

We are all so sorry to see Shannon go, but wish her well as she ventures forth with this new opportunity. We are 
especially delighted that Shannon is willing to continue as a Circle mentor for one of the teens that has thrived with 
Shannon’s support and friendship! Thank you Shannon!

Shannon Rich moves on to a new 
job at Child and Family Services in 
Concord.

The Many Ways of Showing Gratitude
By Allison Ambrose, Circle Mentor

An important value that the Circle Program seeks to instill in its participants is being 
grateful for our fortuity and demonstrating our gratitude on a consistent basis. 
While I have learned a lot from Mariah during our five years together, one thing 
that has really stood out is her ways of showing gratitude. While a sincere “thank 
you” undoubtedly goes a long way, Mariah consistently shows her gratefulness for 
our time together and for the other benefits of being part of the Circle Program by 
always having a positive attitude about whatever it is we find ourselves doing on any 
given day. Whether we have plans to do something fun like go out on the boat… or 
if we have no real plans at all… or we are heading to participate in a community 
service project, Mariah is up for anything and always has a smile on her face. She 
never complains and is always enthusiastic about whatever the day brings. Coming 
from a 15-year old girl, I find this to be inspirational and truly embodying of the 
Circle philosophy that “Gratitude is the Attitude.” Thanks to the Circle Program for 
prioritizing this important value—remembering to be grateful and demonstrating our 
gratefulness fosters positive relationships and strengthens our community.

Allison and Mariah on the porch of the 
Circle Camp infirmary after cleaning and 
opening up the building for the summer 
season.
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Circle Saves Lives
By Angi Francesco, Special Events and Marketing Coordinator

What? The Circle Program saves lives? What are we talking about 
here? You mean you didn’t see anything about a daring rescue on 
the news? That’s because the kind of life-saving the Circle Program 
does—doesn’t always happen in an instant. Most of the time it isn’t 
an immediate life or death situation. It is about teaching girls over 
a period of several years to believe in themselves as they develop 
practical life skills. 

But sometimes, those life-saving moments happen in just a few weeks 
at camp. On June 30th, thirty-six 5th and 6th graders arrived at Circle 
Camp for the Core camp session. One of them was Lily and she could 
not swim. She was fearful of the water and not at all confident that 
the swim instructors would be able to help her. We live in an area of 

the country that has an abundance of lakes, ponds, rivers, streams, and even 
access to the ocean. Living in the Lakes Region and not knowing how to swim 
is just plain dangerous! 

By the end of three weeks at Circle Camp, Lily was not only swimming, she 
was jumping off the end of the dock and swimming in to shore, full of joy. 
Thanks to our generous donors and supporters, if something ever happens and 
Lily falls in the water, she will survive and be safe—and not become another 
drowning statistic! 

Of equal importance is the fact that she has gone from being fearful of 
the water to enjoying it. She can confidently go in or out on the water and 
know that she can enjoy the beautiful lakes and ponds here in central New 
Hampshire.

Circle girls gather on the docks to watch the sunset over 
Spectacle Pond.

Lily (center) enjoys hanging out with her Circle 
friends on the dock.

Megan Marries at Circle Camp
By Mary E. Joyce, Mentor Coordinator

“When we begin to believe that there is greater joy in working with and 
for others, rather than just for ourselves, then our society will truly become a 
place of celebration.” -- Jean Vanier

This quote expresses my personal feelings towards the Circle Program and 
reminds me of a very unique moment that I enjoyed being part of this past 
spring. June 4th dawned with the promise of a beautiful day. This was Megan 
and Ian’s wedding day and it was the first ceremony to be held at Circle 
Camp! Ian built a lovely birch arch that he then gifted to Circle as part of our 
natural chapel space.

I had the privilege of officiating their marriage but what made it particularly 
significant for me was that Megan was one of my Circle girls in the early 
years of our organization (she enrolled in 1998) when I was the founding 
Executive Director. Megan continued through the Circle Program during her 
school years and eventually graduated to become one of our valued camp 
counselors—giving back to other Circle girls enrolled in the program. I was 
very touched that she wanted to be married and have her reception at camp.

Circle has been an enduring heartfelt connection for Megan since she was a 
little girl and our camp holds special memories for her as one of our young 
leaders. Megan and Ian’s wonderful wedding day, shared with their closest 
family and friends at our beautiful camp, is now a cherished part of their 
personal family history. 

Megan is the first Circle alumna to be married 
at Circle Camp. She is pictured here with her 
husband Ian.

Wooden wedding bands and box handcrafted 
by the groom.
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Beep Kickball Comes to Circle Camp— 
with facilitator Michael Lang
In January of 2015, the New Hampshire Association for the Blind began offering a community outreach program 
based on an adapted sport called “beep kickball.” Through the experience of playing this game, and through 
facilitated discussion, participants learn about blindness and vision loss.

Michael Lang helped to develop the beep kickball program and has been facilitating the program since its 
creation. At a young age, he was diagnosed with a retinal degenerative disorder called Retinitis Pigmentosa. He 
attended the University of New Hampshire, where he earned an undergraduate degree in outdoor education, 
and has spent several years working as both a ropes course facilitator and wilderness guide. 

At Circle Teen camp, Michael shared his own life experiences with vision loss while guiding our campers 
through a game of beep kickball. Campers were asked to close their eyes to simulate vision loss and had to 
attempt to kick the ball in response to the ball’s beeping sound. Each base also had a uniquely pitched beep so 
girls could determine the direction to travel with the ball. Michael said he hopes to continue using this program 
towards goals of community awareness and understanding.

Raianna: Circle Alumna and Camp Counselor
By Paula Ferenc, Program Director

Raianna joined the Circle Program in 2007 as a fifth grade student and hasn’t missed a summer at Circle Camp yet!

“Being a leader means more to me than being in charge. It 
means that [as a leader] I can figure out what is best and 
make sure it happens. I hope to use my leadership skills to help 
others learn and understand things in a way that they can.” 
Raianna shared this on her Circle Program Leaders-in-Training 
application when she was 15 years old, and entering her fifth 
year in the program. This past summer marked Raianna’s 10th 
year with our program, and her third year as one of our camp 
counselors.

In her beginning years with Circle, Raianna struggled with 
fitting in socially and navigating friendships, which at times 
added to other school challenges. She also possessed a deep 
passion for horses and horseback riding and as she would later 
share, animals in general, “because there was much less stress 
relating to them than to people.” 

After a few summers at camp, Raianna had her heart set on 
being one of our camp counselors. Through her determination, 
commitment, and love for the deep connections she made at 
camp, Raianna worked hard to make changes to better herself 
and hone her leadership skills to realize her dream. 

In the role of counselor, Raianna endeavored to develop individual relationships with the girls during camp, making her 
presence ever more meaningful. Her positive impact was felt by everyone she touched. She developed skills and the 
ability to help other girls facing similar struggles she felt as a young girl.

Raianna is presently a junior at Becker College majoring in Biology with a minor in Equine Studies. It’s exciting to witness 
her pursuing her spark with confidence. “Once a Circle girl always a Circle girl” is one of our organization’s mantras 
and truly depicts the commitment and enthusiasm Raianna elicits each time she steps into a Circle Program event—ever 
since she graduated high school and our program. She has made quite a few trips back home from college to volunteer 
her time at special events like the Circle Triathlon and often attends group gatherings with our girls and teens. Thank you 
Raianna for giving back to our girls and organization!

Raianna volunteered to distribute “goodie bags” at the Ninth 
Annual Circle Triathlon.
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Niamiah and Barbara
By Barbara Ward, Circle Mentor

Niamiah and I sat down for dinner and asked each other some 
questions about The Circle Program and our relationship.

B: When you first heard about Circle Girls—what did you expect it 
to be like?

N: [I wanted] to interact with new people—get to know new 
people.

B: How did you feel when we first met at camp?
N: You looked like you were a really fun person.
B: I felt the exact same way about you.
B: What was one of your favorite things that we have done 

together? 
N: The Deerfield Fair because I got to know you better as a person.
B: Every age has its high points and its low points. What’s good 

about being your age?
N: Umm, this is hard. Being able to do things that I couldn’t 

do when I was younger, like I couldn’t become a student 
ambassador. 

B: What is bad about your age?
N:	 Being	the	oldest	in	the	family.	Having	to	do	more	chores;	getting	

in trouble. 

B: Now you get to ask me a couple of questions.
N: How long do you think you are going to be in the Circle Program?
B: As long as you do if that’s OK with you.
N: I’m probably going to be in The Circle Program forever. What’s the best thing you did with me?
B: I think it was when we made biscotti and we were very, very silly. “Mistletoe! Air kiss!”
N: Have you been through anything challenging with me?
B: The biggest challenge is trying to find the time to get together. It’s difficult with my work schedule. I was 

nervous before I met you about what this would be like. But then I met you and it has been great!

Niamiah shows off her recent art project at the 
Circle teen Arts Collaborative showcase.

#GivingTuesday
Last year, more than 45,000 organizations in 71 countries 
came together to celebrate #GivingTuesday. Since its founding 
in 2012, #GivingTuesday has inspired giving around the 
world, resulting in greater donations, volunteer hours, and 
activities that bring about real change in communities. We 
invite you to join the movement and to help get out and give on 
November 29.

#GivingTuesday is a movement to celebrate and provide 
incentives to give. The 2016 iteration will be held on November 
29, 2016. This effort harnesses the collective power of a unique 
blend of partners—nonprofits, businesses and corporations 
as well as families and individuals—to transform how people 
think about, talk about and participate in the giving season. 
#GivingTuesday inspires people to take collaborative action to 
improve their local communities, give back in better, smarter 
ways to the charities and causes they celebrate and help 
create a better world. Please help Circle harness the power of 
#GivingTuesday by positively impacting girls’ lives with your 
gift of support. Visit: www.circleprogram.org

Save the Date
August 19th, 2017

Circle Silver Jubilee
Celebrating 25 Years and S’more!
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Gratitude for our Retiring Board Members!
After many collective years of service on the Circle Program Board, several of our long-time members and friends are 
leaving the board as their terms expire. We are so grateful for their many contributions, accomplishments and dedication 
to our organization.

George W. Bolln, Junior has served as our Board Treasurer 
for several terms. He has enjoyed chairing the Finance 
Committee, reviewing our monthly bank statements, and 
overseeing our annual budgeting process for operations. 
George and his wife Nancy have been Circle ambassadors 
and donors since 2003, and though George is retired, he 
has always made sure that his former company, General 
Electric, matches his gifts to the Circle Program. George and 
Nancy have been actively engaged with Circle on so many 
levels. At the end of every summer, they host a dinner for 
our camp counselors at their beautiful home on Newfound 
Lake. The dinner is a nostalgic opportunity to celebrate 
another successful year of Circle Camp. George has been 
known to volunteer to power wash our decks at Circle 
Camp, store camp supplies in their basement, and Nancy 
and George have helped transport our girls to off-site events 
in the “Bolln Bus.”

Janet K. Cocchiaro has served the Circle Program in a 
variety of capacities including her valuable stint on the 
Finance Committee. She has been a dedicated mentor who 
has stayed in touch with her mentees long past their tenure 
in the program. Her former Circle girl Jessica, now twenty-
six years old, continues to remain connected to Janet more 
than fifteen years later. Janet recently opened her beautiful 
home to alumna Jessica and her family when Jessica and 
her fiancée Nic were married in New Hampshire. Janet and 
her husband Rich have been donors to the Circle Program 
since 2002. Janet first joined the Board in 2008. When 
Executive Director Kathy Kearns was first hired in 2009, 
Janet made sure she was welcome by hosting a party in 
her home so that Kathy could be introduced to Squam Lake 
donors and friends. She also took Kathy on a tour of the 
surrounding communities to help her decide where she might 
like to live after her move north from Nashua.

Meredith Funston served as the Circle Program’s past Board President, chaired Circle’s Governance Committee, has 
been a donor since 2007, and lent her expertise in human resource development when she headed up an ad hoc 
search committee to hire a new Executive Director in 2009. (Kathy is grateful for Meredith’s support as that new hire.) 
Meredith is an alumna and the current Director of Development for Camp Onaway and her strong connection to Onaway 
has nurtured the bond between our two organizations. The women of the Onaway Trust were the “Founding Mothers” 
of Circle in 1993. Each recognized the value that adult mentoring and the camp experience had played in their own 
lives. So, they decided they wanted to ensure that all New Hampshire’s rural girls from low income families would also 
be afforded the same positive opportunities to grow and thrive. Meredith and her colleagues at Onaway started the 
“Circle of Hope” Scholarship Fund for a Circle girl to attend Camp Onaway. This past summer, two Circle girls receiving 
scholarships from the “Circle of Hope” were part of Onaway’s girls of summer—with Morgan participating as a new 
camper and Lea-ann participating in the OWLE leadership and wilderness experience. 

Priscilla Gemmill served on the Circle Board of Directors for over thirteen years! She has been a donor since the 
organization was founded in 1993! Priscilla has been our most valuable resource as an expert in the field of non-profit 
administration, resource development and donor cultivation! She has helped us compose our annual fund appeal letters. 
Priscilla has been our best connection to our partners at Pasquaney having lived at that camp for many years when her 

Meredith Funston, Janet Cocchiaro and George Bolln were among 
the retiring Board Members honored at an after-hours party 
following their last Board meeting.
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late husband, John Kenneth Gemmill (Gem-John), served as the fourth in a line of Pasquaney Camp Directors. At various 
gatherings for NH non-profits, Priscilla is famous for knowing everybody in the room. When the Circle Camp stage in the 
Arcadia Lodge needed a curtain, Priscilla used her connections at the Capitol Center for the Arts to obtain their old stage 
curtain, and a volunteer used the material to custom-make a curtain for us. Priscilla’s joy has been picking up the phone 
to thank Circle donors directly for their support. Her conversations have led to the discovery of new mentors and have 
further engaged our donors as friends committed to the long-term sustainability of the program! Thank you for everything 
Priscilla!

Ellen Koenig joined our Board in 2011 and has been a donor ever since. With her expertise as a former non-profit 
administrator, her 10 years of service at the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation, and her current job as the 
Development Director of the New Hampshire Women’s Foundation, we are thankful for her tremendous support. She has 
been a great source of knowledge in the field—supporting the Circle Program in both her personal and professional 
life. We are grateful for her work “in the trenches” to develop our Governance Committee and for skillfully facilitating 
our Board retreats as we pursued the strategic planning process! As a senior consultant for “Full Circle Consulting,” her 
friendship and dedication to our organization has come “full circle.” 

Peter V. Millham has been connected to the Circle Program since his early days as an incorporator of the Lakes Region 
Charitable Foundation. He joined our Board of Directors in 2008 and stepped up to serve as an interim Circle Board 
President when we were in need of new leadership. He ran a “tight” and efficient board meeting that always ended in 
a timely fashion. A well-respected Laconia attorney from 1959 to the present, Peter has lent us his expertise on legal 
matters. He and his wife Alida have been active on several boards, and have been generous donors since 1999. 
They have been members of both the Laconia and Lakes Regions Rotary Clubs and have been active members of their 
church. As such, they invited our staff members to be guest speakers and bring information about the Circle Program 
to community leaders in Gilford and Laconia. We are thankful that Peter encouraged a partnership between the Circle 
Program and the Bank of New Hampshire. Bank of New Hampshire has annually been the lead sponsor of the Circle 
Trot! Peter also encouraged his colleague from Wescott Law, P.A., Attorney Allison Ambrose, to become a Circle mentor 
and she has been an incredible mentor to Circle teen Mariah. Thank you Peter! 

Binney K. Wells joined our Board of Directors in 2011 and has been a long-time donor and friend of the Circle Program 
since 2005. She first learned of our organization as a Trustee of Coit House—the Episcopal Diocese of New Hampshire. 
Circle has received amazing grant support from Coit House over the years. Binney visited Circle Camp with friends, 
volunteered at the Circle Triathlon, and served on our Resource Development Committee. She graciously gave a house 
party for Circle in her home which was an opportunity to reconnect with members of the grant and foundation community 
and to find new donors and mentors for the program. Binney and her husband, Bob Wells, helped host a Concord 
Circle event at the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests which was sponsored by Bob’s law firm, McLane 
Middleton Law.

Barry Draper led a nature study and nature art 
workshop at Circle Camp.
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Sponsor a Circle Angel!
Wishing you Peace, Hope and Love this Holiday Season!

As the holidays approach, consider giving family or friends a Circle Angel and 
the wish of Peace, Hope and Love this holiday season! Our Angels were made by 
our Circle girls and will be displayed on the Circle Program Christmas Tree at the 
annual Festival of Trees at the Common Man Inn and Spa in Plymouth, NH. 

This unique gift idea will support 
scholarships raised annually for Circle 
girls and teens. You may sponsor an 
Angel “In Gratitude For,” “In Honor 
Of,” or “In Memory Of,” a special 
relative or friend. The Angel will be 
placed on our tree with the benefactor 
and/or recipient’s name attached to it. 

Angel sponsorships may be purchased 
for $25, $50 or $100 from now 
through Christmas. Be sure to include 
the beneficiary/recipient’s name 
and address (so that we may notify 
them) and the specific label you want 
added;	“In Gratitude For,” “In Honor 
Of,” or “In Memory Of.”

You	may	call	us	at	603-536-4244;	
send a check to Circle Program, P.O. 
Box	815,	Plymouth,	NH		03264;	
or donate online by visiting our 
website, and then send an email to 
kait@circleprogram.org  with the 
information for your dedication.

Peace, Hope and Love Angels will decorate 
our Circle Christmas Tree at the Common 
Man Festival of Trees and the angels will be 
tagged and dedicated to thank, honor or 
memorialize your loved ones.

Trustee Emeriti
Vincent J. Broderick
Seton Lindsay O’Reilly
Caroline M. Southall

A circle gathering of friends.


